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CHAPTER 1

Choosing the Right Plan and Design for a
Tax Exempt Organization or State and
Local Government Requires Knowing the

Rules and Motivation

SCOTT E. GALBREATH

Scott E. Galbreath, J.D., LL.M. (Tax) is the Employee Benefits anJ Executive
Cumpentiatiun practice leader at Murphy Austin Adams Schoenfeld LLP in Sacramento
where he counsels for-profit, tax exempt and governmental ~lientti on ull aspects of
employee benefits and executive compensation, including the deign of 401(kl, 403(b),
457(b) and 457(t~ plans as well as other qualified and nonqualified retirement and welfare
plans.
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§ 1.01 INTRODUCTION

Employers approach qualified retirement benefits in different ways depending nn

their overall philosophy re~ardinb benefits and depending nn various factors such as

where their business is in terms of success and growth. Some employers regard

providing retirement benefits as a necessity to attract and retain top-notch employees.

Thetie employers tend to be paternal in their approach to benefit design and see the

retirement benefit, as "tal.inb care" of their employees. These employers are more

likely to provide a defined benefit plan or both matching contributions to any employee

contributions as well as an employer contribution in a defined contribution plan. They

are also more likely to take measures to reduce the cost, to participants under the plan

to improve the return to such participants.

Some owner-employers regard qualified plans as a great tax shelter that permits the

employer to get a current deduction for employer contributions and yet permits the

participants (including owners) ro defer income. Other owner-employers are only

concerned with how much they can benefit under the plan. Thee owner-employers are

►Host interested in plan designs such as cross-tested plans and cash balance plans that
permit the owners to accrue much higher benefits than other e►nployees so they get
more "bang for their buck." These owner-employers would likely not have a plan if
they could not get the bull. of the benefit.

Finally, wine owner-employers, particularly small busines,e5, don't provide retire-
ment benefits at all or, at best, only provide a plan that permits employees to make
elective deferrals with no matching contribution or other employer contribution. These
are the owners who often believe that the business is their retirement vehicle and when
the time comes they will sell their business and the profits will provide for them in
retirement.

ca~i ,~,~_„~.ai~ ~~~n ic~e~



Y-3 CHOOSING THE R'GHT PL4'~I § I.O~

These generalities apply to for-profit employers who try to operate their businesses
at a profit and who pay income taxes on such profit. Governmental organizations and
tax exempt organizations have tractors affertin~ any deferred compensation arranae-
ments that they pro~~ide for emptoyeCs that differ from those that affect for-profit
employcn. The must obvious is the fact that they are not motivated by getting a tax
deduction for compensation paid or contributions made to employee benefits plans.
State and local government,l as well as tax exempt arganizationsz generally do not pay
income tax, therefore a deduction is worthless to them. These organizations are
motivated by other factors such as competing with private employers for available
human capital in the workforce. Often they are not able to offer a~ high of salaries as
private employers due to budget restraints. In addition, being tax-exempt, they cannot
offer equity in the employer as compensation (such a5 restricted stock, stock options,
or phantom stock) to tie an employee's performance and remuneration to the
performance of the employer. Therefore, providing deferred compensation as a benefit
is often a way to make up for the fact that the employee's current compensation is
lower than he or she may be able to receive in the private sector. As a result, a primary
purpose of a retirement plan for these organizations is to provide compensation to the
employee in the fiiture and avoid it being taxed currently. Further, many such
organisations have very small staffi often with one full time executive and several
part-tiule employees or volunteers. Therefore, various nondiscrimination rules can be
problematic if trying to provide robust benefits for the executive to the exclusion of the
others.

State and local governments and tax exempt organizations also have different
restraints on their ability to compensate employees. Governmental organisations may
be subject to con,titutional restraints, investigation by oversight bodies, and public
scrutiny if they were to pay excessive compensati~~n to any employee. Likewise, most
tax exempt organizations (i.e.. Section 501(c)(3) charitable organizations, Section
501(c)(4) social welfare organizations, and Section 5p1(c)(6) trade associations) must
be concerned with the Internal Revenue Code's prohibition against private inurement
which is a requirement for their exempt status. Additionally, charitable organizations
and social welfiare or~anirations may be subject to excise taxes if compensation paid
to any one individual is deemed excessive under the excess benefit transaction~ rules.3

1 For purpo~eti of this article, imle,5 others i~;, noted, a State or loca~ ~,overnment includ„s any State,
political ~uhdivi5iun of a Statc, and any .agency or in,trumcntaliry of a Statc or political .uhdivi.i,m of a
State. IRC ; 457~e).

2 For purposes of they art~cl,;, imle,~ otherwise noted, atax-ex;,mpt orDanv.~tion iti any organization,
_ other than a governmental unit, exempt fry m income tax under the Int~rn~il Re~~nue Cede.

3 IRC ,5 495 .
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This article will discuss the main types of defined contribution plans available to tax

exempt and State and local government employers that pzrmit elective deferrals of

compensation by employees. It will compare and contrast the available plans by type

of employer eligible to maintain the plan, employee coverabe requirements, benefit

limitations, and other Hiles. Specifically, it will discuss Code Section 401(k) plans,

Code Section 457(b) plans, Code Section 457(t~ plans, and Code Section 403(b) plans

available to tax exempt organizations and State and local government employers. The

objective is to point nut the similarities and important differences among these plans

to help assist the reader in determining which plan desiDn befit suits a particular tax

exempt organization or State and local governmental employer. The history behind the

rule~ is also often addressed to help aid understanding.

§ 1.02 401(k) PLANS

[1] Overview

By far the most common type of qualified retirement plan offered by employers

today i~ the Code Section 401(k) plan. Due to legislative requirements, State and local

governmental entities cannot offer such a plan to their employees unless it was offered

prior to 1987 or the entity is a rural cooperative.4 Likewise, tax exempt organisations

could not offer a 401(k) plan from 1987 through 1996, unless one was offered prior to

197 by the organization and was thereby brandfathered. This strange situation was the

result of the enactment of the massive Tax Reform Act of 19865 (TRA 86) and the

perception of Congress that 401(k) plans allow employers to push the burden of

retirement planning on to employees,6 as well as changes that were being made to

Code Section 457 to allow tax exempt organizations to adopt those plans.'

The reason given for restricting the availability of 401(k) plans, according to the

Joint Committee on Taxation, was that Congress believed that 401(k) plans allowed

employers to shift too much of the cost of retirement savings to employees. The

Committee's explanation states•

Another way of reducing the s{aifti~zg of tlae burden of retirement savi~ags to

employees was to limit the number of efnployers that cart maintai~z cash or

4 IRC §=101(1.1(=~)(B).

5 Pub L 99-514, I ~0 Stat 20ti5, October 22, 1986

6 The changes to the Federal tax law~ brought about under TRA 86 were so comprehen~i~e th~~t the

le~~~lation actually chan~~ed the name of the Internal Revenue Code from the Internal Revenue Cody of

1951 to the Internal Revenue Cede of 1986. TRA 86 made sweeping changes to qualified employee

benefit plane and individual retirement aecuimts. These inclad.:d limiting the amount of clec,tive det~rrals

into 40l(k) plans and courdinatin~* that limit with electi~., deferrals under a 457 plan or a 403(b) plan.

Change, were also made to nond~scnmination requirements and uniform distnbution rules.

The hi,tory of [RC ,~' 4S7 plans is addre"cd in the next Section.
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deferred nrrafigements. Thus, Congress believed it was necessary to preclude the
availability of qualified cash or deferred arra~agefnents to State and local
governments and tcrx exempt employers.$

However, 10 years after TRA 86 was passed, Congress enacted pension simplifi-
cation legislation as part of the Small Business Jobs Protection Act of 1996 (SBJPA)9
that included increasing access to retirement savings plans as a theme. As part of this
legislation, nongovernmental tax exempt organizations were once again allowed to
adopt 401(k) plans. SBJPA also included Indian Tribal Governments and related
organizations as tax exempt or;anizations for this purpose. The prohibition on
adoptinb 401(k) plans still applied to State and local governments though and still does
today.

The blanket statement made for this change back to allowing tax exempt
organizations to adopt 401(k) plans as stated in the Senate Finance Committee Report
was:

Nongovernfneiztal tam-exempt eiatities should be permitted to maintain qualified
cash or deferred arrangements for their e►nployees orz the same basis as other
employers. to

However, tax exempt organizations paid a cost to regain the ability to adopt 401(k)
plans in the form of having elective deferrals "coordinated" with other elective
deferrals under other plans, including 457 plans, 403(b) plans, 408(p) SIMPLE Plans,
and 408(k) SEPs.11 In 2001, the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act
of 2001 (EGTRRA)12 rculoved 457 plans from this coordination for years beginning
in ?002, providing such plans with their own non-coordinated deferral limit. This
means that if an employer maintained both a 457 plan and a 401(k) plan, a participant
could electively deter the maximum detierral into each plan. The same could be done
with a 457 plan and a 403(b) plan. However, this could not be done if the employer
maintained both a 401(k) plan and a 403(b) plan because the deferrals are coardinated.

Thus, today, tax exempt organizations can adopt 401(1.) plans but State and local
governmental employers can only continue their plan if it is brandFathered because it
was adopted before TRA 86. However, just because one of these organizations can
adopt a 401(k) plan doesn't necessarily mean it is the best plan to meet its benefits
goals. For example, if the organization has a number of low-paid staff and one

$ General Explanation of the Tax Reforn~ Act of 1986, Prepared by the Joint Committee un Tax„t.on
p. 634

9 Pub L 104-1b8, 110 Stat 1755, August ~0, 1996.
to Small Bus~ne~ti Jobs Protection Act of 1996, Senate Finance Committee Report, p. 72.
ii IRC § 402(8)(31.
12 Pub L 1 U7-16, 1 l5 Stet 3K, June 7, 2001.
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full-time Executive Director eligible to participate in the plan, but the staff do not

electively defer or only in small amounts, the plan could annually fail the Average

Deferral Percentage (ADP) test, preventing the Executive Director from being able to

maximize his or her elective deferral. A sate harbor plan design could avoid this but

could be cost prohibitive given the financial restraints on such organizations.

[2] Tax Qualification

401(k) plans are subject to all the participation and service requirements of a

qualified plan. This means it is difficult to exclude employees from participating in the

plan if they earn 1,000 hours of service in a year unless they are under age 21 or

subject to a collective bargaining agreement. In addition to the ADP test mentioned

above, 401(k) plans are subject to the Average Contribution Percentage test for

matching contributions as well as the coverage and nondiscrimination rules for all

qualified plans.13

[3] Elective Deferrals

The amount an employee can electively defer into a ~Ol(k) plan for the 2017 year

is limited to $18,000.14 Participants age 50 or older can defer up to an additional

$6,000, if the plan so provide~.15 These amounts are adjusted for cost of living

increases periodically. The amount a participant can electively defer is also limited by

the ADP test designed to prevent tl~e average percentage of compensation deferred by

Highly Compensated Employees (HCEs) from beinb too much higher than the average

percentage of compensation deferred by non-highly compensated employees ('VHCFti).

The test determines the ADP of all HCEs by addinb each respective deferral as a

percentage of compensation and dividinb by the number of HCEs. The same is done

for the NHCE~. Importantly, if an employee is eligible to defer under the plan but

elects not to, such employee is a zero in the numerator but counted in the denominator.

This has the effect of lowering the average. Generally, the ADP of the HCEs cannot

exceed the ADP of the NHCEs by more than the greater of 125"0; two times the ADP

of the NHCEs; or the ADP of the NHCE~ plus 2 or the plan fails the test.16 if a plan

fails the ADP test, corrective action must be taken to reduce the HCE ADP or to

increase the NHCE ADP t~ pass the test. This means that elective deferrals of HCEs

must be distributed back to them in a sufficient amount to bring down the ADP to pass

the test or the employer must contribute fully vested amounts to the NHCEs to bring

up their ADP to pass the test.

is IRC §~j 410(b), 401(.0(4). and -101(a~~~6).

is IRC § 402(b).

is I2C 3 41~4(v)(6)(A)(~).
is IRC § 401(k)(i)(A).
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Thus, employers who have a significant percentage of NHCEs who are eligible but
do not defer, often find themselves having to refund elective deferrals to HCEs to pass
the ADP test which makes the plan desibn less than optimal for the HCEs who wind
up t►nable to deter the maximum amount. There are plan designs to avoid failing the
ADP test, most notably a safe harbor plan whereby the employer makes a fully vested
employer contribution or matching contribution for all eligible employees and thereby
escapes the ADP test altogether.' How~e~er, this comes at increased employer cost that
can be a burden on the budgets of tax exempt organizations.

[4] Contribution Limits
Additionally, the total amount of compensation in 2017 that may be taken into

account under a 401(k) plan in a year is capped cuiTently at $270,00018 and the total
contributions that can be made to the plan in ?017 is capped at $54,000 under Code
Section 415.

§ 1.03 457 PLANS

[1] Overview

Internal Revenue Code Section 457 is one of the most interesting and complex
Sections of tax law due to its breadth, nuances, and history. Addressing the tax
consequences of deferred compensation of employees of both State and local
governmental entities and tax exempt organizations, yet treating them differently adds
to its complexity. Likewise, providing for the favorable tax consequences for
"eligible" plans that meet its requirements as well as the less favorable consequences
for "ineligible" plans that fail to meet its requirements demonstrates its breadth.

Section 457 was first enacted in 1978 to govern nonyualified deferred compensation
plans of State or local go~~ernments. It was enacted in response to proposed regulation
§ L61-16 that would have provided any individual who electively deferred fixed basic
or regular compensation to another tax year was in constructive receipt of such
compensation and taxed on it in the year of deferral. The proposed regulation would
have applied to all individuals regardless of whether their employer was afor-profit
entity, tax exempt organization or governmental institution.

Due to the public outcry against the proposed regulation, Congress added Code
Section 457 to the Codz,19 addressing unfunded deferred compensation arrangements

17 'I hcr~ are two safe harbor formulae under Treas Reg ;j 1.401(k)-3. The fiat regwres a nonelective.
fully ~e,ted employer contribution to all eligible employees of '~~;: ~~f compentiatic~n. The s~cund r.;yu~res
a mwtch~nD cuntribut~on of IOOr of the f+rat 3~, of compensation electn~ly deferred and a match of ~0~'
for the nest 2~% of compensati„n deferred by empl~~yee5.
la IRC ~ d01(~i)(17).
19 Re~.:nue Act of 197 , Pub L 95-600, 92 Stat 2763, November 6, 1978.
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of State and local governments and exempted such plans from application of the

proposed regulation. It also suspended application of the proposed regulation to

taxable employers. Prior to the i,suance of the proposed rebulation, State and local

governments relied on the same guidance as the private sector retarding nonqualified

deferred compensation plans. Revenue Rulings discussed the application of the

constructive receipt doctrine to various deferred compensation arrangements set forth

in the ruling2O and set forth the requirements for receiving a private letter ruling from

the IRS that the deferred compensation arrangement did not result in current taxation

of the deferred amounts.21 However, in 1977 the IRS issued a moratorium on any such

advanced rulings as it issued proposed regulation § 1.61-L6.22

[2] Tax Reform Act of 1986

As originally enacted in 1978, Code Section 457 only applied to deferred

compensation plans of State and local government organizations. However, this

changed with the enactment of the TRA 86. The reason for this change was that

Congress believed that the Revenue Act of 1978 precluded the application of propo,ed

regulation § 1.61-16 to taxable employers and Code Section 457 precluded its

application to unfunded deferred compensation plans of State and local governments,

but if the proposed regulation were finalized it would apply to employees of

nongovernmental tax exempt organizations.23 Congress also believed it was inappro-

priate to apply the constructive receipt principles of the proposed regulation to these

employees but also recognized that, as with governmental organizations, because the

usual tension between the employees desire to defer taxation and the employer's desire

2O Sr~e Rey Rul 6U-31, 1960-1 CB 174. The constructive receipt doctnne is codified under IRC Section

§ 451 and basic. lly says that a cash basis taxpayer i5 taxable on income that is credited to him where he

or she can draw upon it even if he or tihe hay not actually received it, unless th,; receipt of the

compen~auon i, suhject to substantial restric.ti~~ns. Treaswy regulations cited in Rev Rul 60-31 describe

it a. f~ollow~:

Income although not actually reduced to a taxpayer's possession is constructively received by kin:

in the taxable year during which it is credited to his account or set apnrt for him so that he may

draw :upon it at a~zy time. However, income is not constructively received if'the taxpayer's control

of its receipt is subject to substantial limitations or restrictions. Thr~s, if a corporation credits its

employees with bonus stock, but tfee stock is not available to sr~ch employees until some future

date, the mere crediting on the books of the corporation does fiot constitute receipt. [IRS Reg.

21 5~~~• Rev Rul 71-19, 1971-t CB 43

22 See, e.g., Rev Proc 99-3, 19N9-1 IRB 103.

Z3 General Fxplanat~on of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation

p. 653.
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for a current deduction is not present, limits should be placed on how much
compensation may be deferred just as with State and local governments.24

However, as mentioned above, making Section 457 apply to tax exempt orbaniLa-
tions was counteracted by the fact that TRA 8h also prohibited tax exempt
organizatiuns and State and local governments from adopting 40 ] 1 k) plans after
1986.zs

[3] Classes of 457 Plans

[a] Overview

Section 457 sets forth a regime of taxation for deferred compensation plans of State
and local governmental organizations and tax exempt organizations. It generally
separates deferred compensation of such or?anizations into two classifications, eligible
plans known as 457(b) plans and plans that are not eligible plans, known as "457(t~"
plain. As one would suspect, 457(b) plans generally have better tax consequences than
4570 plans.

In addition, Section 457 generally provides that there are two types of eligible
employers: a State, political subdivision of a State, and any agency or instrumentality
of a State or political subdivision of a State (governmental employers); and any other
organization, other than a governmental unit, exempt from tax (tax exempt employers).z6
The tax treatment of compensation deferred under a 457(b) plan is different depending
on whether the eligible employer is a governmental employer or a tax exempt
employer.27

Code Section 457(b) sets forth the definition of an "eligible deferred compensation
plan." It begins with the pre-condition that it must be a plan maintained by an "elibible
employer" and then sets forth numerous conditions of eligibility such as participants
must only be individuals providing services to the employer and limitations on the
amount that can be deferred, distribution requirements, etc.28

The tai rules for governmental employer 457(b) plans are much more liberal than
the rules for tax-exempt employer~. Compensation deferred by participants in a
governmental employer 457(b) plan, and the earnings thereon, are only taxed when
paid to the participant or his or her beneficiary.29 Compensation deferred by

2a !d. at p. 654.
25 As prov~de~l irifizi, this was corrected for tax exempt organisations in 1996 with the enactment of

SBJPA
26 lac ~ ~s~~~i.
27 IRC~~' 457(a).

29 IRC § 457fa)! I)(A).

~rzi <~ > >i~ni~ ~~~n io.,,~
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participants in a 457(b) plan of a tax exempt employer, and any earnings, is taxed when

paid or otherwise made available to the participant or his or her beneficiary.30 The

difference, of course, is the "or otherwise made available" language for tax exempt

organizations. This language i~ necessary because another difference between 457(b)

plans of governmental employers and tax exempt employers is that a 457(b) plan

maintained by a governmental employer must be funded with a trust for the exclusive

benefit of the employees.31 On the other hand, the title to the astiets of a 457(b) plan

of a tax exempt employer mint remain in the employer and subject to its creditors.32

If the assets are made available to the participant, by being set aside in an exclusive

benefit trust, it will be taxable to the participant.

Section 457 not only provides the tax consequences of eligible 457(b) plans, that

meet the eligibility requirements, it also provides tax consequences for plans that don't

meet 457(b). Code Section 4570 provides the tax consequences for compensation

deferred under a plan of an eligible employer that does not meet the requirements of

a 457(b) plan. C`nder a 457(t) plan, deferrals are taxed to the participant when they are

vested. That is, when they are no lonber subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture.33

Thus, if an employee defers salary into a 457(fl plan and is vested in such deferral,

whereby he could withdraw it at any time, he would still be taxed on the deferred

income in the year of deferral even though he has not actually received it. Lilewise,

any earnings on such deferrals are also taxed when vested. So in the example, if the

deferrals are credited with earnings of 5~'o annually, but the earnings are only available

upon a termination of employment, the earnings would not be taxed until the employee

terminates. On the other hand, if the earnings were also vested when credited, the

employee would have additional income in the year the earnings are credited. If the

employee has paid income tax on the deferral, he or she will not pay income tax again

on the deferrals when they are diytributed.3a

Section 457(t~ provides that compensation deferred under an ineligible plan will be

taxed to the participant when the right to such compensation is no longer subject to a

substantial risk of forfeiture and distributions would then he taxed under Code Section

72~t) similar to annuities. Compensation is subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture if

its receipt is conditioned upon the future performance of substantial services by any

3o IRC~~' 457(a)(1)(B).
31 IRC § 457(g).
3z IRC § ~457(b)(6).
33 Unl~he 401(k), 40'i(b) and -}57(b) plans, 4570 plans are also subject to the r,;yuirements for

deferred compensation under IRC § 40UA which provides draconian tax c~nyeyuences for failing to meet

its requirement;. However, a discuti,i~n of IRC § 409A is beyond the scope of this article.

3a IRC ~ 721t).

c ~. ^ ~~ ~~~~~,i~ P~~ti in~~
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individua1.35 Thus, if a 457(t~ plan provides that the participant does not vest in the
deferred compensation until the participant terminates employment with the employer,
the participant will not pay income tax on the deferrals until he or she terminates such
employment. However, once the participant terminates employment all the deferred
compensation will be taxable in the year of termination regardless of when paid. If the
deferred compen,ation is payable in installments over a period of years, the participant
will pay tax on the present value of the income stream in the year of vesting. Earnings
credited on the deferrals are also taxed upon the lapse of the substantial risk of
forfeiture.36 However, to the extent that earnings are still subject to a substantial risk
of forfeiture they are only taxed when paid or made available.37 When distributions are
actually made the tax consequences are governed under Code Section 72(t) and the
participant will not be subject to income tax again to the extent he or she has already

paid tax on the deferred compensation and/or earnings.38 Under Code Section 72(t> iti

distributions are made in installments each installment payment consists of some

tax-free return of basis and some taxable earnings.39 Obviously, unless the partici-

pant's tax rate is likely to increase after termination of employment, this is not a hood
plan design for the participant at he or she pays income tax on phantom income in the

year of vesting. For this reason, 457(f~ plans often provide for lump sum distributions.

While the tax con5eyuence~ of a 457(1) plan are generally worse than under a 457(b)
plan because the participant can pay tax nn income not yet received, under the right

circumstances, a 4570 plan can still be quite useful. In fact, an employee could
participate in both a 457(b) plan up to its limits on deferrals and a 457(1) plan for

amounts above those limits.

[b] Governmental 457(b) Plans

[i] Overview

A governmental 457(b) plan can cover some or all of the employer's common law
employees. It can restrict which employees are eligible by its terms because it is not

3s IRC ~ 457(~(3)(B).
36 ~6 CFR § I .457-11(x)(1).

37 26 CFR ~ 1.457-J l~a)(2).

38 26 CFR § 1.=157-11(a).

39 Fer Trample, a~,ume a participant def~ired X20,000 per year for l0 years until he retired and was
credited with carvings annually and the deferral, and accnied earnings only voted upon termination of

employment but the deferrals were only payable in annual intitallment~ over 10 year, upon termination
of employment, but the imdistributcd a.;~~unt continued to a~cnie earning. Upon termination of

empluyment, the participant would p..y tax on the pr~,ent value of the income stream of his ~~,ted
.:.,ount bal::nce (deferrals and earning*;) in the year of termination even though he or she would only

receive one m~tallment ~n that yzar. The folluwing year the only portion of the inst,;lhnent paid th.;t would

he taxable would he that portion consisting of [he new earnings credited for that year.

ia~i ~o ~ zun ~~n ie~a~
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subject to any minimum coverage rules like a 401(k) or other qualified retirement plan.

Likewise, a governmental 457(b) plan can permit independent contractors rendering

services for the governmental employer to participate in the plan.

[ii] Trust Requirement

Contributions to a governmental 457(b) plan must be made to a trust for the

exclusive benefit of the participants and their beneficiaries.40 This is similar to the

requirement for qualified retirement plans under ERISA and the Code. The trust itself

is exempt from tax like a tax exempt organization under Code Section 501(a).

Participants are generally only taxed when distributions are actually received from the

trust.41 The trust must be wntten and he a valid trust under applicable State law.42 The

terms of the trust must require that its assets may not be used for anything but the

benefit, of participants and beneficiaries until all such benefits have been paid.a3

Instead of an exclusive benefit trust, custodial accounts and annuity contracts

described in Code Section 401(f) can be used and will be treated as trusts for this

purpose.44 Custodial accounts, annuity contracts, and a trust may be used in

conjunction with one another under the same eligible governmental plan.a5

[c] Tax Exempt Organization 457(b) Plan

Eligible 457(b) plans sponsored by tax exempt organizations are quite different from

those sponsored by governmental organizations. Unlike a governmental 457(b) plan,

the title to the assets of a tax exempt 457(b) plan must remain in the employer and

subject to its general creditors.46 This is the polar opposite of a governmental 457(b)

plan where the assets must be held in a trust, custodial account, or annuity contract for

the exclusive benefit of participants and beneficiaries. Additionally, because tax

exempt 457(b) plans are subject to Title 1 of ER1SA,47 such a plan must be a "top hat"

plan that is designed primarily fora "select group of management or highly

ao (RC § 457(8)(1).

a2 26 CFR ~ 1.457-8(a)(~)li)•
as Id.
as 26 CFR § I.d57-8~a)(3).
as ~~

46 iac ~ as~~h>c~>.
47 Th:, U.S. Department of Labor has ann~~wl.:ed that deferred compen~ :tion plans of lax-exempt

c~rganirati.im arc subject to the re~luirements of Tide i of ERISA. DOL News Release/USDL:~6-527/

13-19-R6. additionally, the IRS nay announced that compliance with the requirement of an exclu~t~:,

benefit true[ under Title I of ERISA would cause a plan to fail to be a Section 457(b) plan, causing it to

be a 457(1) plan. IIZS Notice 87-13, January 5, 1~~K7, Q&A 25. Thus, to reconcile th~,e two pro~i5ion~,

a Section ~57(hl plan of a tix exempt employer can~wt cu~cr all employees but must only cover select

(Rel 2" ~~ /`1111 Pub In»n)
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compensated employees." Top hat plans avoid the requirement of Title I that the assets
of a retirement plan be held in an exclusive benefit trust.48 Thus, the only way for a
tax exempt orQuniLation 457(b) plan to meet the requirement that title to the plan atisets
remain in the employer and also comply with Title I of F,RISA is to be a top hat plan.
Due to having to he a top hat plan that only covers a select group of management and
highly compensated employees, it is questionable whether such a plan could permit
independent contractors of the tax exempt employer to participate other than
compensated members of the board of directors.

If a deferred compensation plan of a tax exempt employer permitted employee, that
weren't part of the top hat group to participate, it would be a 457(f~ plan. For example,
if the National Astiociation of Widget Makers adopted a plan intending it to be a tax
exempt 457(b) plan but permitted all 200 of its employees to participate, the plan
would be a 457(E~ plan. The consequence of which would be that all participants would
be taxed upon jesting as oppo,ed to upon receipt of distributions as under a 457(b)
plan.

[4] Tax Qualification

L̀ nlike a 40l(k) plan or other qualified plans, the tax benefits to a 457 plan are set
forth in Code Section 457 and not governed by the requirements of Code Section
401(a). Howes er, Section 457 dogs incorporate several of the 401(x) requirements into
the eligibility requirements for governmental 457(6) plans. In this manner, they are
much more like qualified plans than tax exempt 457(6) plans. For example, they are
subject to required minimum distribution rules,49 as well as the exclu5i~e benefit
trust.50 Additionally, they can permit catch-up deferrals for any participant age 50 or
old~r51 whereby tax exempt organisations cannot offer such acatch-up in their 457(6)
plans. Governmental 457(6) plans can also permit participant bans like a qualified
plan but tax exempt organizations cannot otter that feature without the participant-
borrower being taxed.

[5] Elective Deferrals

A participant in an eligible 457(6) plan may elect to defer the lesser of 1005'0 of
compensation or $18,000 annually, for 2017. While this sounds like the same rule a5
the 401(k) plan, there is an important difference. As previously discussed, since 2002,
457(6) contributions are not coordinated with electi~~c deferrals under Code Section

man.,gc,ment or highly c~mpen~ated employees to avoid the requirement of funding through an ,:xc(usive
purpo,e lrusl under ERIS~~.
as ~y IISC ~ IORI(a),3)
as IRC § 4j7(dl(2).
so IRC ~~' 457(8).
51 IRC' ~~' 457(e)( 1 K).

r ,~ -. ~ ~~'_0~7 Puy ~a ,r
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402(8), but has its own dollar limit. This is quite useful when planning for the top hat

group of a tax exempt organization as it permits members of the group to participate

in a 401(k) plan for all employees and supplement it with contributions under a 457(b) ,

plan. Further, the 457(b) contributions do not count against the Code Section 415 limit

of the 401(k) plan. Additionally, a 457(b) plan need not be designed to be funded

solely by elective deferrals of salary by participants but can be funded by nonelective

employer contributions alone or in conjunction with elective deferrals. However, it i,

important to note that unlike a 401(k) plan, where employer snatching or discretionary

contributions are not coordinated with elective deferrals for purposes of the limit on

elective deferrals, but are limited by the Code Section 415 limits, elective and

nonelective contributions are cumulated and subject to the single $18,000 annual limit

for 2017 in a 457(b) plan.

A governmental 457(b) plan can permit the age-50 catch-up contributions of up to

$6,000 just like a 401(k) plan for 2017.52 Again thetie are not coordinated with elective

deferrals for purposes of the 402(g) limit on elective deferrals under other plans after

?001.

in addition, all 457(b) plans can have an additional catch-up contribution for

participants in the last three years of service before reaching normal retirement age

under the plan.53 The maximum special catch-up amount is the lesser of: 1) twice the

current year's maximum elective deferral (currently X36,000 for 2017); or 2) the

"underutilization amount" for prior years.54 The underutilization amount is basically

the difference between the maximum amount of elective deferrals a participant could

have made while participating in the plan less the amount actually made. However, any

age-SU catch-up contributions are disregarded in determining the deferrals actually

made by the employee. Calculating this underutilization amount can be quite

challenging due to the changes in the law regarding 457 plans over the years. To

calculate the amount the administrator must have good records regarding the

employees participation all the way back to 1979, if necessary. In addition, prior to

2002, elective deferrals were limited to the lesser of the statutory defierral amount or

33 1 /3 percent of compensation and were coordinated with elective deferrals under

other plans. When a governmental plan offers both the age-50 catch-up and the special

457(b) catch-up, a participant eligible for both will be limited to the catch-up provision

that provides the bigger deferral.

s3 IRC 3 457cb)~3>.
sa Id.
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[6] Contribution Limits

Importantly, contributions to a 457(b) or 4570 plan are not subject to the $54,000
cuntribution limit under Code Section 415. Thus, to the extent the employer also has
a 401(k) or 403(b) plan, the 457 plan will not reduce the annual additions available
under those plan~. Additionally, the total amount of compensation that may be taken
into account under a 457 plan in a year is not capped by Code Section 415. However,
as mentioned above, both elective deferrals and employer contributions are limited to
the $18,000 amount during 2017.

1.04 403(b) PLANS

Tax sheltered annuity plans for employees of public educational organizations and
other organizations exempt from tax under Code Section 501(c)(3) have been around
for a long time.ss First codified in 1958, Code Section 403(b) governs such plans and
was enacted to limit the amount of current compensation an employee could elect to
defer to a later year to shelter it from current tax, pursuant to a salary reduction
agreement under such plans.56 It is important to note that not all organizations that are
exempt from taxation are eligible to adopt 403(b) plans.57 For example, a trade or
professional association exempt from tax under Code Section 501(c)(6) is not eligible.

[1] Tax Qualification

Like 401(k) plans and 457(b) plans as well as other employee benefit plans, the
requirements for 403(b) plans were significantly changed by TRA 86. Those 403(b)
plans that weren't purely funded by elective deferrals, but to which employers made
nonelective contributiuns were required to meet many of the same requirements as a
401(k) plan or other qualified plan. Thus, other than governmental plans or plans
maintained by churche5,58 403(b) plans are required to meet the coverage rules of
Section 410(b), the ACP test with respect to matching contributions under 401(m),59

55 As onginally enacted only organiratiuns exempt from tax under IRC § S01(c)(3) were eligible but
~n 1961 these plans a,;re extended to employ~c~ of public cchools, college, and universities under Pub
L H7 X70, 75 St t 796, October 4, 19F1.
56 Technical Amendm~ntti Act of 195A, sec. 23, Pub L 85-Rh6, 72 Stat 1606, September 2, 1958.

57 26 CFR § 1 40?(b)(?~(b)(8~ defines "Eligible empluycr" as: (A) A State, but Duly wnh re,pect to
an employee e,f the State ~rfoiming ;er~ices for a public school; (B) A Section 501(c)~3) organirati„n
with re~pe~t to any employee ~f' the Sectu~n 5pl(c,!3) orgini~aurn, (C) Any emplo}~er of a mini;t.:r
de~~ribed in IRC § ~114(e)(5)(A), but only with respect to the mineter; or (D) A minister de.rribed in IRC
41d(e'IS;IA), but only wuh r~~pect to a retirement income account established for the mim5ter.

58 IRC § 4U3(b)(I)(D).
s9 Importantly, ek.tive deferrals arc n~~t subject to th.: ADP test This i5 an important c~msideration

~~hen chou~ing bet~r.:en a ~O1(~.) plan sort a 403(b) plan.

RcI G~ ~', JU17 Puh IAJ61
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nondiscrimination rules of Sections 401(x)(4), (5), and (26), and the compensation
limit under Section 401(x)(17),60

In ?007, final treasury regulations were issued regarding 403(b) plans, implement-
ing changes to the law made by the Pension Protection Act of 2006,61 as well as other
legislation. These changes made 403(b) plans even more similar to 401(k) plans in
terms of rules that must be fullowed.62 In particular, the regulations require that all
403(b) plans have a written plan document that satisfies the requirements of Section
403(b) in form and the plan must also comply in operation.63

As a result of the changes in the requirements of these plans to get the tax advantage
of tax deferral for contributions and earnings, it has become very difficult for these
plans to not be subject to Title I of ERISA.64 While the Code's requirement of a written
plan document does not automatically male a 403(b) plan subject to Title I, each plan
must be examined on a case by case basis. In general, too much employer involvement
will make the plan a Title I plan. If the employer contributes to the plan it will be

subject to Title I. Additionally, a plan that is only fw~ded by elective deferrals will be

subject to Title I if the employer requires participation by employees or limits the

availability of funding vehicles, (i.e., the vendors who an employee could choose to

use to fund the annuity or custodial account).ss

[2] Elective Deferrals

L;nlike a 401(k) plan, a 403(b) plan that permits elective deferrals is not subject to

the ADP test that cuuld result in deferrals being refunded to HCEs. Instead, 403(b)

plans, other than plans maintained by a church or church controlled organization,66

that permit elective deferrals must meet a special nondiscrimination in eligibility test

l.nown as the "Universal Availability" te~t.67 Under this test, generally, if any

employee of the employer maintaining the 403(b) plan may make elective deferrals,

then all of the employer's employees must be given the opportunity to make elective

deferrals. However, certain employees are permitted to be excluded from eligibility

under the Universal Availability test, provided the exclusion is uniformly applied to all

employees. These include: 1) employees who worked less than 1,000 hours the

6O iRc § ~o~cn,c ~ ~>.
sl pub L 120 St:~t 780, August 17, ~OOb.
62 26 CF'R ~ 1.~103(bl-1 through 11.
s3 ~b CFR § 1.403(b)-3(h)t 3)1 ~ 1
64 

Zy USA' ~ 1 ~)U ~ , Ct. tiCy.

65 ~y CFR ~ 510.3-?~tl
66 A, defined m [RC § 3121(w)(3).

aei ~oi~-u~~, - ran any
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previous year, or new empluyees who are expected to work less than 1,000 hours in
the current year; 2) employees eligible to pa~~ticipate in a 401(k), 457(b) or another
403(b) plan of the same employer; 3) nonresident aliens with no U.S. source of
income: and 4) ,tudents performing services under a wurk-study pro~ram.68 Addi-
tionally, the plan can only require a minimum annual elective deferral of $200.69

It's important to note that while the ADP test of ~O1(k) plans retroactively teas the
actual deferrals and compares the HCF,s to the NHCEs, the Universal Availability test
is only concerned with being effectively eligible to make deferrals. That is, provided
an employee has the right to make elective deferrals, it doesn't matter whether they fail
to do so because they believe they cannot afford to do it. This is an important
distinction because under the ADP test such employees lower the ADP of NHCEs,
making it more difficult to pa~5 the test, because they add to the denominator but not
the numerator. On the other hand, they have no such effect under a 403(b) plan's
operation.70

[3] Catch-up Contributions

A 403(b) plan can permit participants who are abe 50 or over to make up to $6,000
in catch-up contributions just like a 401(k) plan during 2017. However, similar to 457
plans, 403(b) plans sponsored by particular types of employers can permit a total of
$15,000 in additional catch-up contributions for employees with at least 15 years of
service.71 Public tichool systems, hospitals, home health service agencie>, health and
welfare service agencies, churches, and conventions or associations of churches72 can
permit such participants to make an additional deferral of the lesser of: $3,000;
$15,000, reduced by the amount of catch-up contributions made in prior years under
the 15-year catch-up rule; or $5,000 times the number of the employee's years of
service for the organization, minus the total elective deferrals made for earlier years.73

[4] Contribution Limits

Like a 401(k) plan, the total amount of compensation that may be taken into account
under a 403(b) plan for purposes of employer contributions and the universal

68 26 CFR ~ 1.403(b)-S~bJia~.
se IRC §403(b)(IZ)(u).

7O Thcy would have an cFfect on the ACP test if the plan prodded for m,.tchuig contribution~ or
after-tas employee contribution, because they wuul~l again b~ ~eroe, in the numerator but counted m the
denominz[or.

~i IRC § 402(g)(7)(A).

73 IRC~~' 4021')(7).

.a. ~ui~ ~-~n ~ ~•,r ~ in
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availability test is capped currently at $270,000 for 201774 and the total contributions

that can be made to the plan is capped at $54,000 for 2017.75

§ 1.05 HOW TO CHOOSE?

Tax exempt organization and State and local government employers and their

benefits advisors should analyse the similarities and differences amonb 401(k) plans,

457 plans, and 403(b) plans to decide which plan or plans can be designed to meet their

particular goals. The first and most important step in such analysis must be to

determine which plans the organization is eligible to adopt. For example, a State or

local governmental organization cannot adopt a 401(k) plan. Likewise, only certain tax

exempt orbanizations can adopt a ~03(b) plan. Finally, as shown above, a governmen-

tal 457(b) plan is much different from a 457(b) plan of a tax exempt organization. if

an orbanization adopts a plan that it is ineligible to adopt, it will not receive the tax

benefits of such plan and correcting the situation can be difficult, time-consuming,

expensive and embarrassing.

After determininb which plans the organization can adopt, which plan or combina-

tion of plans can be designed to meet the particular goals of the urbanization should

be analyzed. For example, an organiLation exempt from tax under Section 501(c)(3) is

elibible to adopt a 401(k), and ~U3(b) plan for all employees and a top hat 457(b) or

4570 plan.

Other factors not addre55~d in this article should also be considered such as ease of

administration, and understanding by empluyees, and availability of pre-approved plan

documents,76 as well as whether the organization is part of a controlled broup that

includes for profit entities. Like plan deign for private sector employers the

motivation behind the benefits boals of the employer with respect to HCES or other key

management employees" compared to NHCES and rank and file employees will be a

key factor.

§ 1.06 CONCLUSION

Given the range of available plans and myriad of rules governinb the plans available

to tax exempt organizations and State and local governmental employers, the

deigning of a retirement plan for such organizations is not a simple task and should

not be made hastily. Often one type of plan will accomplish the employer's goals better

than another. However, the employer might not be eligible to sponsor such a plan.

Additionally, often a combination of plans is best to meet the goals.

~a IRC~~' 40?(b)(1?)! af~i>, citing Section ~01(a)(17).

75 IRC § ~ 15

76 Unlike 401tk1 plan, and 40z(b) plans, currently then; are no pre-approved 457 plan<.

~~ In contrast to owners m the pii~ ite se.:tor.
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This article has attempted to Set forth the important differences among the various
plans to assist the reader in understanding which plans are appropriate for which
objective.
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